FORTY     THOUSAND      AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
and Turukhansk. After twenty years its fame had spread
to Holland, and Dutch merchants equipped sailing fleets
to fetch precious furs and spices from Mangazeya. In
the ruins of its wooden fortress we even found coins with
the heads of Alexander the Great and Titus. They had
obviously remained in circulation in Asia until even long
after the Middle Ages. To compare Mangazeya with
Igarka would, I think, be an extraordinary study in social
and cultural history. Imagine how people lived there in
these centuries. We think our own life up here difficult even
now sometimes. And they had no aeroplanes, no radio
stations, no electric light. The town must have had a larger
population than just that of a little military or trading out-
post. There were over a hundred huts, and one record in
the library of a monastery nearby tells of the dispatch of
twenty-five prostitutes to the town "to make the life of its
inhabitants more tolerable55.
'In 1648, the year when the Thirty Years5 War came to
an end in Europe, Mangazeya was burned to its foundations.
We do not know the reasons. One theory is that the Cos-
sacks told Tsar Boris Godunov that he had to stop foreigners
from using the Northern Sea Route otherwise he would
lose all that he held of Siberia at that time. Another sup-
poses that the traders at Tobolsk and Turukhansk had the
town fired by secret agents to cut out competition with their
own business. One possibility that cannot be excluded is that
a native army revolted against the rule of merciless and
brutal exploitation which the white men had introduced
into the tundra. How differently we are going to proceed
in our work of colonization in the North! We shall co-
operate with the natives. We are building towns, not to
suppress the tundra but to liberate it—not to rob, but to
exchange goods and services.5
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